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Editor’s Note



Note



Dear readers,



welcome to yet another issue of Kalikrama. Our alternative

expedition has landed us in India this month and I must admit we

had a great time creating this instalment of Kalikrama. India is a

huge country with countless tourist spots and monuments, after

spending a lot of time travelling we have carefully selected a few

travel destinations that shouldn't be missed.



Email address:



akashshukla101@gmail.co

m.



Mailing address:



A 303 Indravati riverpark,

Rawalpada, Mumbai

400068.



Practice-as-research project in

the form of

pdf as well as printed hard copy

travel magazine ‘Kalikrama’,

conceptualize, designed, written

&amp; produced by

Akash Shukla,

student id : 0369839 for

University of Salford.

2014-2015



The feature article flaunts the glory of Orchha, a small town which

was once the capital of Bundela empire. Decoding the epitome of

love, the mighty Taj Mahal was incredible. We capped several monnument that inspired the style and architecture of Taj, over extensive

area, which made us really hungry. So, we took advantage of the situation, and since, food is an integral part of the Indian culture, we

landed straight in Delhi to enjoy its infamous and ambrosial food.



There is one destination I would like to stress upon, Banaras. This is

one stop recommended for all those who want to taste the elixir of

Indian culture. It is a perfect blend of spirituality and music and by

reading this note ahead I am assuming that you are agreeing to a conformity which advocates, you will never miss any chance of visiting

Banaras .By the way don't forget to do the three things that we have

elucidated in our article. This is the first issue to come out in 2015

and we are more than happy extending our wishes through this India

edition of Kalikrama. I would also like to thank Akshit Salian,

Ojasvee Garg and Parul Gandhi for their input and guidance.

May this coming year be glorious and filled with happiness, we will

be back again next month with another issue of Kalikrama.

Until then ,Take care and Thank you !



Akash Shukla

Editor
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Pictorial | Bhimbetka



Palaeolithic Legacy

The historical rock shelters of Bhimbetka



Located at the southern edge of Vindhya ranges,

inside Ratapani wildlife sanctuary, the rock shelters of Bhimbetka display an early evidence of

people’s high-flowing fascination with art that

has become a priceless lineage today. Bhimbetka

consists of 243 rock shelters in which 133 have

rock paintings, ranging from Palaeolithic to medieval age. Besides having a mythological association to Bheema, one of the Pandavas from

the Indian epic the Mahabharata, Bhimbetka was

once said to be the home of ‘homo erectus’ man

around 100,000 years ago. The paintings present

an evolving illustration of art through their subjects and colours that are used to portray the life

during these ages.



Entrance of Bhimbetka



An early historic painting depicting an elephant. This

painting is said to be around 1,000-2,000 years old.
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An early historic painting illustrating man hunting a heard of Deer

These are few of the oldest paintings in Bhimbetka, said to be more than 10,000 years old. illustration of wild

animal and stick human figures can be seen. There is also an outline of a human palm.
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This mushroom shapped shelter is called the Boar

rock due to a gigantic boar painted on its surface.

This

painting belongs to the upper Palaeolithic era.

The rock shelters of Bhimbetka are scattered in an area of

Painted in red, it is said to be around 5,000 to 7,000

1400 meters. There are pathways

years old.

connecting the caves together.



Early histoic representaion of group dance in linear and circular pattern



The walls of Bhimbetka are filled with amazing illustrations that display the curiosity and

creativity of man. Make sure that you dont forget your camera while visiting Bimbetka.
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Magneficent Orchha



Get lost in art, culture and antiquities of Orchha; a small

town with a majestic history.
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Quick Guide

Location : Tikamargh district,

Madhyapradesh

How to reach : Taxi from

Gwalior Airport 119 kms



Bus / Rickshaw from Jhansi Bus

Station 16 kms.



Time required for expedition

: 2-3 days

Average Expenditure : ***--



Recomended for :

Art lovers / culture crazies /

History geeks



Located in Tikamargh district

of Madhyapradesh, Orchha is

an exquisite town that exhibits

the transcendental art and history of Bundela Empire,

founded by Rudra Pratap Singh

in the 15th century AD. Located about 16 Km away from

Jhansi, on the solemn bank of

river Betwa, it justifies its name

ingeniously; Orchha, which

means 'hidden'. There are a

number of dilapidated, yet

magnificent structures that

cover the hushed land of Orchha. This makes it ideal for a

long trip. It is also a great place

for bag packers, especially those

who enjoy hiking and travelling

to alternative tourist spots.
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Since Orchha was once the

capital of the Bundela Empire,

a lot of splendid structures are

located within walking distance

from one another. As Orchha

is pick of the month for our alternative multi-day stay spot ,

we have covered and highlighted five historic havens that

you shouldn't miss when in

Orchha.
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Raja Mahal



uilt in the year 1538 A.D, the

Raja Mahal or the king's

palace is among the earliest

buildings in the Royal citadel. It was

inhabited for over 200 years by the

Bundela Kings and their royal lineage.

Over the years, there have been a lot

of alterations and additions to the

main structure. It was the primary residence of Vir Singh Deo, Bundela

king who ruled from 1605 to 1627.

The Palace exhibits a combination of

Mughal and Bundeli architectural style

through its courtyard and paintings respectively.

Inspired by the Mughal courts,

Mahukar Shah built Diwan-e-Aam or

the hall of commons, to meet the

public and deal with matters of justice

and administration. Diwan-e-Aam hall

was constructed adjacent to the main

structure and has three levels. The

king’s throne is placed on the upper

platform while the nobles assembledbelow in the order of their rank.



Arched pillars of the Diwan-e-Aam or the hall of commons



The arched ceilings of the Diwan-eAam features Bundeli paintings. Apart

from various exotic birds and animals,

the paintings also depict the life of

Bundeli kings, illustrating their court

endeavour and hunting expeditions.

The main palace is a strong solid

square struture built on a hillock. The

king’s chamber works as a sanctum

which also offers a private view of the

idol located in the adjacent Chatturbhuj temple. The Diwan-e-khaas or the

hall of private audience is located inside the main palace, exhibits the glory

of Bundeli architecture and designing.



The fort also incorporates an architectural system that allows the sunlight to

be reflected in a particular angle

thereby utilising natural light as a

source of illumination across the

rooms. The stone carvings on the

windows are one of the most elegant

features of the Raja Mahal.
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Jahangir Mahal



Enterance of Raja Mahal



uilt opposite to the Raja

Mahal, Jahangir Mahal celebrates impeccable symmetry

and perfection of the Mughal architecture. It was completed by Bharat

Bhushan, an ally of Mughals who

defeated Vir Singh Deo of Bundela

after he revolted against Mughal

Emperor, Akbar.



Cupolas of Jahangir Mahal

Today, Jahangir Mahal stands

like a mighty fortress guarding

Orchha and its people. Since it

was built as a garrison to reinforce Mughal power and control in Orchha which was then

volatile, the entrance is spacious enough to accommodate

armoured elephants.

Cont...
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The walls are huge, designed to mount heavy

canons and artillery. Besides it martial elements, the

fort also displays residential aspects such as the

water fountain, architecturally supported air conditioning system, Emperor’s chamber, hanging balconies and traditional interlocking Mughal Jalis.

There are around hundred rooms inside Jahangir

Mahal that once sheltered soldiers and defence

forces. Much of the architectural detail has been

lost in time but the fort still retains its grandeur .

Passage in Jahangir Mahal



T
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Symmetrical courtyarrd of Jahangir Mahal



asked the queen to go to Ayodhya and return with Lord Rama

in his child avatar, since she worshipped Rama in that form.

Queen took a vow that she will

only return after she finds Lord

Rama. Queen reached Ayodhya

and started praying and eventually Lord Rama appeared on her

lap in the form of a child. She

asked Lord Rama to accompany

her back to Orchha. Lord Rama

agreed and he put forth three

conditions to be fulfilled:

1) He will travel only on Pukh

Nakshatra which corresponds to

the constellation Cancer .

2) After reaching Orchha, he will

replace King Madhukar from

Kingship.

3) Since queen was carrying Lord

Rama in her arms, she was in-



constructed in typical Bundeli style. It looks like a

fortress with ornamental guard watch towers. It also

features Bundeli styled windows. While Chaturbhuj

temple opens early in the morning, Raja Ram Temple

opens in accordance with the Hindu calendar. To

witness the glory of the temple, it is recommended

to visit the Raja Ram temple on an important Hindu

festival such as Ram Navami, Holi, Sawan Teej

etcetera.

Ram Raja Temple



Chaturbhuj Temple &amp; Raja Ram temple



he construction of

Chaturbhuj temple was

started by Madhukar

Shah Ju Dev and it was completed by his son Vir Singh Deo.

The Chaturbhuj temple is located

right next to Raja Ram temple in

Orchha. Chaturbhuj literallymeans one with four hands and

symbolizes Lord Vishnu. It was

originally meant to be a temple

for Lord Ram, an incarnation of

Lord Vishnu. According to the

legends, after an argument with

his queen, King Madhukar Dev

asked her to accompany him to

Mathura, the land of Lord

Krishna but Queen being a devotee of Lord Rama, another incarnation of Lord Vishnu wanted to

visit Ayodhya, the land of Lord

Rama. Annoyed, King Madhukar
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structed that the place where she

will first get him seated, will be

his final place of stay forever.

The queen happily abided to all

the conditions and started the

journey back to Orchha. Meanwhile in Orchha, King Madhukar

got a dream where Lord Vishnu

reminded him that Krishna and

Rama are both his incarnations

and also informed him about

queen’s journey back to Orchha.

Next morning, King Madhukar

initiated the construction of The

Chaturbhuj Temple.

After around eight months, when

queen finally arrived in Orchha

from Ayodhya on foot, the temple was still under construction.

The queen decided to place Lord

Rama in her kitchen and following his conditions, Lord Rama



transformed himself into an idol

and established himself in queen’s

palace and became the King of Orchha, hence the name Raja Ram

Temple. It is the only temple in

India where Lord Ram is worshipped as a king, holding a sword

and a shield in his hand.



While the monumental Chaturbhuj

Temple is not a functioning temple

as it was meant to be, it still has a

small Hanuman temple inside. The

Chaturbhuj temple incorporates

lotus symbols since lotus is a sacred

flower linked to lord Vishnu. It also

features traditional temple architecture which includes massive conical

spires. There are stairs that lead you

to the balcony and on the terrace

which gives you a pleasant view of

Orchha and its heritage. You can request the caretakers to open the

stairways if you want to enjoy the

terrace. The Raja Ram temple is
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Laxminarayan temple

f you want to enjoy a

unique &amp; glorious amalgamation of art and history,

Laxminarayan temple should be

your top priority in Orchha.

Dedicated to goddess Laxmi, the

temple was built in 1622 by Vir

Singh Deo. It displays a unique

style of architecture that combines properties of a fort and a

temple. The pillars and its corners are ornate with floral carvings. The temple appears to have

triangular foundation from outside while from the inside, it is

perfectly square (like a traditional

Hindu temple). The ceilings and

walls of the temple are filled with

exquisite Bundeli styled murals.

The paintings portray various

mythological elements linked

with Hinduism, including scenes

from two of the most impo-



ratant Hindu epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata.

Since the murals were made in

two separate periods, that is, before and after the arrival of

British rule in India, the topics

of mural change accordingly.

One of the corridors , which was

painted after the arrival of

Britisher’s, illustrates British soldiers and wars. The walls are

covered by typical bundeli styled

scratch paintings. The central

dome is filled with floral carving.

You can spend time gazing at the

minute details and designs exhibited by the murals.

It is one place that should not be

missed in Orchha.

Cont...
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Chaturbhuj Temple



Entrance of Laxminarayan temple



T



The Cenotaphs of Orchha

he Bundela clan of

Rajputs who ruled Orchha, left their mark

on the glorious land through

their cenotaphs. There are

around fifteen different cenotaphs or chhatris on the bank

of river Betwa. Supported by

huge pillars, the royal tombs

of Maharajas allure people towards its glory. The huge conical domes are painted in

Bundeli style, radiating a

golden light, especially during

sunrise and sunset. The sanc-



Entrance of Raja Ram temple
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tum of these cenotaphs holds

the ashes of the cremated

princes and princesses who

once governed the kingdom

of Orchha. Influenced by

Mughal architecture, the cenotaphs are surrounded by a garden which is well kept since

the medieval time. The best

way to enjoy the cenotaphs is

by taking a raft through river

Betwa, where the water not

only reflects the domes of

cenotaphs but also the whole

majestic history of Orchha.



The cenotaph of Vir

Singh Deo. One of the

most important ruler of

Orchha.



A scratch painting depicting british soldiers



The Cenotaph of Maharaja Indramani, constructed in 1675,

showcasing the classic

Bundeli architecture



A Bundeli painting portraying, the Hindu epic Ramayana
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A Bundeli illustation of Bundela Army
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